
 
 
[អ$កស'( ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ$កផ1ល់បទស'( សន៍៖ 89ក់ ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00] 
 
សូមឲNOជួយែណSំខV Wន!   
Please introduce yourself!  
 

ខc d ំេfg ះ89ក់ ជី។  
My name is Krak Chi. 

 
Onយុប៉ុSg នេហqយ? 
How old are you?  
 

ខc d ំnយុ៧០v$ ំេហqយ។  
I am 70 years old now.  

 
O'នមុខរបរេធz qអz ីែដរ? 
What is your occupation?  
 

មុខរបរខc d ំេធz qែ8ស។ េ8~ពីេធz qែ8ស ខc d ំេធz qអង� Wច។ 
My main occupation is rice farming. Besides, I make Angkuoch for survival.  

 
Oេចះេធz qអង� WចOំងពីេពល�?  
When did you learn to make Angkuoch?  
 

ខc d ំេចះេធz qអង� Wច8បែហល��ងដប់v$ ំេហqយ។  
 I’ve known how to make Angkuoch for over ten years now.  

 
8បែហល�v$ ំ�ែដរ?  
About what year?  
 

ខc d ំ�ំអត់�នែដរ។ [េសqច...] 8បែហល�v$ ំ១៩៩៥ េ�១៩៩៦។  
I cannot remember. [ laughs…] Perhaps around 1995 to 1996.  

 
េហតុអz ីO�ប់nរមgណ៍ក� dង9រេធz qអង� Wច? 
Why were you interested to learn to make Angkuoch?  
 

�ស់ៗពីេដqម�ត់េធz q េហqយខc d ំេចះែតបន1េធz qមកេទ�ត។ 
Old people in the past liked to make this instrument, so I should continue.  
 
ខc d ំnចរកចំណូល�នខ�ះែដរពី9រេធz qnជីវកមgពីឧបករណ៍េនះ។  
I also can generate some income from making this instrument.  

 
9រ�រេនះ�9រ�រ8*ល។  
Making this instrument does not take so much energy.  

 
ខc d ំចំ�យថវ ¡9តិចេលq9រចំ�យេដqមទុន។ 
I spend little money on the outlay.  

 
[01:45]  
 
ចុះOេរ�នេធz qមកពីអ$ក�ែដរ?  
Who did you learn [to make Angkuoch] from?  



 
9លពីមុន ខc d ំេឃqញ�ស់ៗបុ¦ណេធz q។ ែតេពលេSះ ខc d ំមិន§ន់�ប់nរមgណ៍េទ។ 
ខc d ំេ¨េកgងេពលេSះ។  
I saw old people make it, earlier. But, at that time, I was not interested. I was 
young.  
 
ែតដល់េពលេ89យមក ដល់េពលែដលខc d ំ�ស់ ខc d ំនឹកេឃqញ។ 
ខc d ំេ�េរ�នពីេគអ$កេធz qមុន។  
...but later on, when I became old, I became interested to learn. I learned from 
an old maker.  
 
ែតក� dងភូមិខc d ំ �g នអ$ក�េធz qេទ។ 'នែតអ$កេ¨8ពះ¬ក់។ 
ខc d ំេ�េមqល�ត់េ¨8ពះ¬ក់។ ភូមិខc d ំ9លពីមុន'នែដរ ែត�ត់�ន*� ប់េហqយ។ 
�ត់មិន�នបនល់ចំេណះ§ងំេSះឲNពួកេយqងេទ។  
In my village, no one makes it [Angkuoch] - only in [the village of] Preah Dak. I 
went to see him [the maker] making [Angkuoch] in Preah Dak. A long time 
ago, in my village, there was one maker, but he passed away. He did not leave 
us knowledge about Angkuoch-making. 

  
ែតដល់េពលេ89យមក ខc d ំេ�ភូមិ8ពះ¬ក់។ េហqយកូនខc d ំ 
�ត់ក៏េ�ទិញេគយកមកលក់ែដរ។  
But later, I went to Preah Dak. And my son, he also went to buy Angkuoch 
from there.  

 
េពលែដលខc d ំេឃqញេគេធz q ខc d ំ'នគំនិត±ចង់េធz qែដរ។ េ89យមក ខc d ំក៏េរ�នេចះេធz q។  
When I saw them making [Angkuoch], I got the idea that I want to do it too. 
Later on, I learned and knew how to make it.  

 
Oជួយ8�ប់បន1 ិចេមqល± អង� Wច'ន*³ ន´ពដូចេម1ច9លពីមុន?  
Could you tell me the situation of Angkuoch in earlier times?  
 

ពីេដqមេឡqយ ខc d ំែតងេឃqញ�ស់ៗេធz qស8'ប់លក់ឲNេភ¶·វេទសចរណ៍។  
Before, I saw old people make this instrument to sell to the tourists.  

 
េហqយ�ត់ក៏េធz qស8'ប់ ¹̧ ត់េលងេពលែដល�ត់ទំេនរ។  
And they also made this instrument to play when they are free from work.  

 
�ត់ក៏'នគំនិតលក់ឲNេ�េភ¶·វេទសចរណ៍។ ស8'ប់អ$កែដលេឃqញ 
និង�បn់រមgណ៍ ពួកេគក៏ទិញឧបករណ៍េនះ។  
They had the idea to sell it to the tourists. For those tourists who saw that and 
were interested, they bought this instrument.  
 

[03:08]  
 
ចុះO± O½� ប់េឃqញOំងែតពីេកgងៗ! សូមOជួយេរ�ប¦បប់ែន³ម!  
But you mentioned that you saw this instrument when you were young! Could you 
tell me more?  
 

មុនសម័យ ១៩៧០ េគេធz qស8'ប់លក់ឲNេភ¶·វេទសចរណ៍ែដរ។ �ស់ៗេធz q 
េហqយខc d ំមិន�ន�ប់nរមgណ៍±ចងេ់ធz qេទ។ 
Before 1970, they made this instrument to sell to the tourists too. Old people 
made it, but I was not interested then to make it.  
 
ែតេ89យv$ ំ១៩៩០ ខc d ំ�ប់nរមgណ៍។ េហqយខc d ំក៏ទំេនរេទqបខc d ំេរ�នេធz q ខc d ំក៏�នេចះ។  
But after 1990, I started to become interested in the making. And I was also 
free, so then I learned to make it.  



 
ពីេដqម'នអ$កទិញអង� Wចេ8ចqនេទ?  
Were there many Angkuoch buyers before?  
 

ពីេដqម 'នអ$កទិញេ8ចqន ែតឥឡÀ វ 'នតិចៗេទ។  
Before there were many buyers, but now there are fewer.  

 
េពលចូលv$ ំសកល 'នអ$កទិញេ8ចqនេ8Áះអ$កេទសចរណ៍ក៏មកេ8ចqន។  

When it was new year’s eve, there were a lot of buyers, because many tourists came 
to visit.  
 
[04:03]  

 
ែត´គេ8ចqន អ$ក�អ$កទិញ?េភ¶·វក� dង8ស Âក ឬេ8~8ស Âក?  
Who were the buyers? Local or foreign tourists?  
 

´គេ8ចqនេភ¶·វេ8~8ស Âក 'នដូច�៖ ចិន �¦ងំ 
និងេភ¶·វែដលមកេលងអងÄរដ៏ៃទេទ�ត។  

Most of the buyers were foreign tourists such as Chinese, French and other 
foreigners that came to visit the Angkor temples.  
 

អÆÇ ឹង'នន័យ± េ¨េពលែដលេគមកេលងអងÄរ េគទិញអង� Wចែដរ?  
So it means when the tourists came to visit Angkor temples, they also bought the 
Angkuoch.  

 
េពលែដលេគេឃqញេកgងៗលក់ េគទិញ។ េគលក់Oមកែន�ងរបស់េគ។  
When they saw kids selling it, they bought it. Kids sold it at different places.  

 
អ$កភូមិOឬែដលទីលក់អង� Wច?  
Your villagers are the sellers?  
 

'នេគមកទិញខc d ំ េហqយយកេ�លក់។  
There were some people who came to buy [Angkuoch] from me, to sell.  
 

អត់េទ ខc d ំចង់សំេÉេ�មុនសម័យ១៩៧០។  
No, I want to refer to the period before 1970.  

 
មុនសម័យ ១៩៧០ ខc d ំ�កូនេកgង។ ែត'នេកgងៗទិញអង� Wច 
េហqយលក់Oម8�*ទដូចែបបេនះែដរ។  
Before 1970, I was a kid, but there were kids who bought Angkuoch and sold 
them at the temples.  

 
អÆÇ ឹងO'នេឃqញេគលក់ែដរ?  
But you also saw people selling Angkuoch at that time?  
 

េឃqញៗ!  
Yes, I did.  
 

[05:10]  
 
អមËញ់មិញ OនិÌយ± Oេរ�នេធz qអង� WចOំងពីv$ ំ១៩៩០។ ែមនឬអត់? 
You said that you learned to make Angkuoch in the 1990s. Is that right?  
 

�ទ! Oំងែតពីv$ ំ១៩៩០ �ង។  
Yes, in the 1990s.  

 



អÆÇ ឹងOេធz qOំងពីេពលេSះមករហូត?  
So you have kept making them since then?  
 

ដូចខc d ំ±អំ�ញ់មិញ!  េពលខc d ំទំេនរពី9រ�រភូមិ និងេធz qែ8ស ខc d ំnចេធz q�ន។ 
េហqយេបqសិន�'នេគមករកទិញ ខc d ំnចេធz qឲNេគ�ន។  
As I said, I can make them when I am free from working in the rice field or 
seeing to affairs as the village head. And when an order is placed, I can make 
[Angkuoch] for that too.  

 
េហតុអz ី�ន�Oបន1? Oរកចំណូលពីអង� Wច�នេ8ចqន? 
Why do you keep making [Angkuoch]? Do you generate much income from making?  
 

Íមិន�េ8ចqនប៉ុSg នេទ។ Íគួរសម 8បសិនេបqខc d ំរកេពលេធz q�ន។ 
 It is not so much. It is reasonable, if I can find time to make them.  

 
ខc d ំគិត± 8បសិនេបqOចំ�យេពលេធz q9រ�រេផង Oក៏nចរកចំណូល�នែដរ។ 
េហតុអz ី�ន�Oេ¨ែតបន1េធz qអង� Wច? 
I think if you spend time to work on other things, you can also generate some money. 
But why do you keep making the Angkuoch? 
 

េ¬យ*រÍ�របស់ែដលេយqង½� ប់'នពីមុនមក ដូេច$ះ ខc d ំមិនnចបំ�ត់�នេទ។ 
ខc d ំ8តÀវែតបន1េធz q។  
Because it is an instrument that Khmer used in the past, so I cannot forget it. I 
have to keep making it.  

 
េ8~ពីេធz qអង� Wច Oេចះេធz qឧបករណ៍េផងៗេទ�តេទ?  
Besides from making Angkuoch, do you make other instruments?  
 

សពzៃថÎ ខc d ំឈប់េធz qេហqយ។ 9លមុន ខc d ំេធz qកូនពូេÐតូចៗែដល'នv� ក់របូអងÄរ។ 
ែតដល់េពលេ89យមក ខc d ំ�ស់ េហqយងងឹតែភ$កេទqបខc d ំ Ņ̃ កមួយរយៈ។ សពzៃថÎ 
'នមនុសេ¨េធz qែដរ។  
Now I have stopped. I used to make small axes [not musical instruments] 
carved with Angkor motifs. But then I got old and could not see clearly, so I 
stopped. Now, there are people who still make those [axes].  
 

[06:46]  
 
ប៉ុែន1Oេចះv� ក់មកពី�?  
But where did you learn to carve?  
 

ខc d ំេចះv� ក់េនះ េ8Áះខc d ំេរ�នពីេគែដរ។ ខc d ំេរ�នពី�ស់ៗមុនែដលេចះេធz q។  
I knew how to carve because I learnt from other people. I learnt from old 
people who knew how to carve.  

 
េហតុអី�នOេរ�នេធz qអង� Wច និងv� ក់? េ¬យ*រO8ស.ញ់ ឬមកពីÍnចរកចំណូល�ន? 
Why did you learn to make Angkuoch and make the carving? Is it because of your 
passion or it helps to generate money?  
 

ខc d 8ំសÔញ់ផង េហqយេពលេធz qេ�ខc d ំលក់�នលុយែដរ។ [េសqច...] 
 I love and when I do it, I can sell [these things] to get money. [Laughs…]  

 
េ8~ពីេចះេធz qអង� Wច េតqOេចះេលងែដរឬក៏អត់? 
 Besides from making [Angkuoch], do you also know how to play it?  
 

nហ$ ឹង េគេÕ± ¹̧ ត់អង� Wច។ ខc d ំេចះែដរ។  
It is called, ‘flicking Angkuoch’. I know how to do that too.  



 
Oេចះ ¹̧ ត់អង� Wចមកពី�?  
Who did you learn from?  
 

ខc d ំេមqលេគ។ �ស់បុ¦ណ ¹̧ ត់ ខc d ំ ¹̧ ត់Oម�ត់ែដរ។  
I observed. Old people flicked, then I copied them.  

 
[07:43]  
 
Oេរ�ន ¹̧ ត់Oំងពីេពល�? េហតុអី�ន�Oចង់ ¹̧ ត់នឹងេគែដរ?  
When did you learn to flick? And why were you interested to learn?  
 

េ¬យ*រខc d ំេធz q ដូេច$ះខc d ំ8តÀវែតេចះ ¹̧ ត់។  
Since I made [Angkuoch], I needed to know how to flick.  

 
េតqO�ំេទ±Oេរ�នមកពីអ$ក�?  
 Do you remember who you learned from?  
 

ខc d ំេ�េមqល(េរ�ន)េ¨8ពះ¬ក់ ពីOេគqយ ែតេពលេនះ�ត់*� ប់េហqយ។ េ¨ភូមិេនះ 
'នOេ*មែដល�ត់េចះេធz qែដរ ែត�ត់ក៏*� ប់េហqយែដរ។ 
I went to Preah Dak [village] and I learned from Ta Keuy, but he passed away. 
In this village, Ta Som also made the Angkuoch, but he, too, already passed 
away.  
 
ែតដល់េពលេ89យមក កូនខc d ំេ�ទិញេ¨8ពះ¬ក់ េ'� ះេហqយេទqបខc d ំចង់េធz q។ 
ខc d ំេមqលេគេ� េហqយខc d ំក៏េចះ។  
But later on, my son went to buy [Angkuoch] at Preah Dak. I observed the 
making process, then I knew how to make [Angkuoch].  

 
[08:33]  
 
�ទូេ� Oេធz q ឬេលងអង� Wចេ¨េពល�?  
Normally, when do you make and play?  
 

ខc d ំ ¹̧ ត់អង� Wចេពល�ែដលេគមករកទិញ េដqមÙីដឹង±អង� Wច�លឺ ឬអត់លឺ។ 
េ¨េពលែដលអត់លឺ េគអត់យកេទ េ8Áះអង� Wចមិនnចលឺ§ងំអស់េទ។  
I play the Angkuoch when people come to buy one, to check the sound. If an 
Angkuoch can’t produce a sound, buyers will not buy it. Some Angkuoch can 
produce a sound and some not.  

 
Oដងឹេ¬យរេប�ប�? 
How do you know?  
 

9ល�ែតÍរ Ûង ឬទន់េពក Íអត់លឺេទ។ ខc d ំ8តÀវេធz qÍឲNលg មេទqបលឺសេម�ង។ 
 If it is too soft or too hard, [the Angkuoch] cannot produce a sound. That is 
why I have to find the balance to get a good sound.  

 
Oែដលសែម1ងឲNេគេមqលេទ?  
Have you ever performed for others to see?  
 

អត់េទ!អត់ែដលសែម1ងេទ។ ខc d ំ ¹̧ ត់ឲNែតពួកេទសចរណ៍ែដលមកទិញ។  
No, I have never performed. I only play to tourists who come to buy.  
 

[09:19]  
 
ចុះេ8~ពី ¹̧ ត់អង� Wច េតqOេលងឧបករណ៍េផងេទ? 



Besides from flicking Angkuoch, do you play other instruments?  
 

អត់េទ! ខc d ំអត់េចះេទ។ ខc d ំអត់េលងឧបករណ៍េផងេទ។  
No, I do not play other instruments. 

 
អមËញ់មិញ O±Oេរ�នអង� WចOំងែតពីv$ ំ១៩៩០�ង។ 8តÀវឬអត?់ 
Just before you said that you learned to make Angkuoch in the 1990s. Is that right? 
 

8តÀវ!  
Right!  

 
O�ំ±v$ ំ�ឲN8�កដេទ?  
Do you remember the exact year?  
 

8បែហល�ខ¹ង់v$ ំ១៩៩៣។  
Perhaps in around 1993.  

 
OំងែតពីOេចះេធz qអង� Wច េតqO�នបេ8ង·នអ$កដ៏ៃទេទ�តេទ?  
Since you learnt about Angkuoch making, have you ever taught it to others?  
 

ខc d ំ�នបេ8ង·នកូន និងេß។  
My sons and grandsons.  

 
[09:58]  
 
[សូមOជួយនិÌយà� េពញ�នេទ?សួរសំណួរដែដល!]   
Can you please speak in a complete sentence? [Question is repeated.]  
 

ខc d ំ�នបេ8ង·នកូន និងេß។  
I taught my sons and grandsons. 

 
េតqកូនឬេßរបស់Oប៉ុSg នអ$កែដលេចះ? 
How many of your sons can make this instrument?  
 

កូនរបស់ខc d ំពីរSក់ែដលេចះេធz q 
ែតេពលេនះពួកេគ�ន Ņ̃ កេហqយេ¬យ*រេគរក9រ�រ�នេធz q។  
My two sons can make it, but they stopped now because they’ve got full time 
jobs.  

 
[10:33]  
 
Oបេ8ង·នពួក�ត់េ¬យរេប�ប�? 
How did you teach them?  
 
ខc d ំបេ8ង·នពួកេគឲNេធz qOមខc d ំ េ¨េពលែដលខc d ំ9ប់ឬសី បិត េ�ះ និង¬ប់។  
I taught them to copy me when I chop the bamboo, sharpen it, pierce and carve it.  
 
េហតុអz ី�ន�ពួក�ត់'នចំ�ប់nរមgណ៍េរ�នពីអង� Wច? 
Why were they interested to learn to make Angkuoch?  
 

Oម9រពិតេ� ខc d ំឲNពួកេគេរ�ន េ8Áះេ¨ៃថÎãងមុខ 
ពួកេគnចេធz qÍ�នេ¨េពលែដលពួកេគទំេនរពី9រ�រ។ 
េបqអង� Wចមិនសូវ�ំ�ច់េទ េយqងnចទុកស8'ប់ប�ä ញអ$កេ89យៗេទ�ត។ 
 In fact, I asked them to learn, because then they could make it when they are 
free from work.  
 



[11:21]  
 
ចុះOគិត± េហតុអz ី�ន�កូនរបស់Oគួរែតេចះេធz q? 
And why you think your sons should know about Angkuoch making?  

 
េគគួរែតេចះ ពីេ8Áះខc d ំេចះ8*ប់។ �មួយ ខc d ំមិនគួរេចះែត'$ ក់ឯងេទ។  
They should know because I have knowledge about it. Also, I should not know 
about it alone.  

 
'ន*រៈសំãន់ដូចេម1ចេ�ែដលឲNកូនេចះ?  
What is the value when your sons know [how to make Angkuoch]?  
 

*រៈសំãន់8តង់± េយqងទំេន�មទ'� ប់េនះ'នមកពីយូរេហqយ។ េយqងកុំបំ�ត់ 
េយqងចង់ឲNកូនេចះតៗ�$ េ�មុខេទ�ត។  
The value is that we can keep this old tradition going. We should not forget it, 
and I want the next generations to keep making it.  

 
ទ8'ំែតពួក�ត់nចេចះ េតqO8តÀវចំ�យេពលយូរប៉ុ�ç ?  
How long did you take to teach your sons?  
 

គិតេ� Íយូរ8�ន់ែដរ។ 8បែហល�មួយnទិតN េ8Áះខc d ំ8តÀវេធz qផង 8�ប់ពួកេគផង 
និង េមqលពួកេគផងេដqមÙីឲNពួកេគvប់េចះេលèន។ 
ែត9រេរ�នពីអង� Wចេនះមិនសូវពិ�កប៉ុSg នេទ។  
It took a bit long. Maybe one week because I had to make an instrument, and 
at the same time, I had to tell them how to do it, and to keep an eye on their 
making. Learning to make Angkuoch is not too difficult.  

 
[12:36]  
 
េតqOបេ8ង·នកូន េពលែដលពួក�ត់nយុប៉ុSg នែដរ?  
How old were your sons when you taught them? 
 

8បែហល�១៥ េ� ១៦v$ ំ!  
Maybe around 15 to 16 years old.  

 
O'ន8�ប់ពីរេប�ប±េធz qÌ៉ង�េទqបសេម�ងÍពិេ¦ះ?  
Did you tell them the techniques to make a good sound?  
 

ខc d ំក៏�ន8�ប់ពួកេគែដរ។ ខc d ំឲNពួកេគ ¹̧ ត់ផង 
និងឲNពួកេគអេងêតពីរេប�បែដលខc d ំេធz q។ 
 I told them. I asked them to play and to watch when I made an instrument.  

 
Oដងឹេទ± េធz qÌ៉ង�េទqបសេម�ងអង� Wចេនះពិេ¦ះ? 
How did you know whether the instrument can produce a good sound or not?  
 

ខc d ំេធz qបេណ1 qរ ខc d ំ ¹̧ ត់បេណ1 qរេ8Áះសេម�ងៃនអង� WចែផÑកេលq9រផV dំតិចឬã� ងំ។  
I played while I made, because the sound of Angkuoch depends on the breath.  

 
េហតុអz ី�ន�េពលខ�ះអង� Wច8តÀវ'នសេម�ងតិច និងេពលខ�ះÍ8តÀវ'នសេម�ងã� ងំ?  
Why does it sometimes need a soft or a strong breath?  
 

ពីេ8Áះេគ8តÀវេធz qឲN'នសេម�ងចុះ និងេឡqង។ 
Because we need the sound to go up and down [to vary].  

 
ស8'ប់កូនរបស់Oែដលចំ�យេពលមួយnទិតNក� dង9រេរ�ន 
េតqOគិត±េនះ�រយៈេពលេលèន ឬយូរ?  



Your sons took a week to learn. What do you think about this length of time?  
 

Íមិនយឺត និងមិនេលèន។ [ េសqច...] Í�អz ីែដលពួកេគnចេធz qេ��ន។  
It is not slow nor fast. It was a good time that they could learn it in. 
 

[14:04]   
 
េ8~ពីកូន និងេß េតqO'នបេ8ង·នអ$ក�េផងេទ? 
Besides from your sons and grandsons, did you teach others?  

 
មិន'នអ$កេធz q និងមិន�នបេ8ង·នអ$កេផងែដរ?  
No one made this instrument and I did not teach others either.  

 
េហតុអz ី?  
Why?  
 

ពីេ8Áះ�g នអ$ក��ប់nរមgណ៍! [េសqច...]  
Because no one was interested! [Laughs…]  

 
េតqOចំ�យេពលយូរប៉ុ�ç ក� dង9របÆë d ះបÆë ìលកូនឲNពួក�ត់ចង់ក� dង9រេធz qអង� Wច?  
How long did you take to convince your sons to learn to make Angkuoch?  
 

ខc d ំមិនសូវ�ចំ�យេពលយូរេទ។ េពលមុនេSះ កូនខc d ំ�នឈប់េរ�ន។ 
ែតចំែណកេßរបស់ខc d ំ េគកំពុងែតេរ�ន ែតខc d ំេ¨ែតប�Ä ប់េគឲNេចះេធz q។ 
េគ8បែហល�nយុ ១៣ េ� ១៤v$ ំ។  
It did not take a long time. Before, one of my sons had dropped out from 
school. And my grandsons, they are still learning these days, and I still keep 
teaching them.  

 
 Oបេ8ង·នកូនេ¨v$ ំ�ែដរ?  
When did you teach your sons?  
 

ខc d ំ�ំមិន�នេទ។ [េសqច...] ខc d ំ�ំមិន�នេទ។  
I cannot remember. [Laughs…!] I cannot remember.  

 
េពលេSះ Oបេ8ង·នកូនមួយnទិតNេពញ? ឬបេ8ង·នែតេពលOេÕកូនមក?  
At that time, did you dedicate one whole week to teach your sons? Or you just called 
them over to learn whenever you made the instruments?  
 

ខc d ំបេ8ង·នេគឲNេមqលខc d ំ និងេធz qOមខc d ំ។ 
ខc d ំក៏ប�Ä ប់េគែថមេទ�ត±8តÀវេធz qÌ៉ង�េទqបÍលឺសេម�ង។ 
ខc d ំប�Ä ប់េគឲNេចះពុះឬសី និងîលÍឲNសï Wត។ េបqសិនឬសីមិនសï Wតេទ េហqយមិនសូវលឺ 
េយqង8តÀវកំេÉេភ� qងឲNÍរ Ûង និង ¹̧ ត់េ�លឺសេម�ង។  
I taught them to observe and follow me in the making. I also told them about 
the techniques for making a good sound. I told them to chop and dry the 
bamboo. If the bamboo is not dried, we have to smoke the bamboo to harden 
it, so then it can make a good sound.  

 
[15:44]  
 
េ¬យ*រែតអង� Wចលក់មិន�នៃថ� 
េតqកូនរបស់O'ន´ព*¹ ក់េស¹ qរែដរឬេទេពលែដលOេÕ�ត់មកេរ�នពីដំបូង? 
Because the Angkuoch cannot be sold for a high price, were your sons reluctant to 
learn?  
 



ពួក�ត់មិន�ន*¹ ក់េស¹ qរេទ េ¬យ*រេពលេSះពួក�ត់មិន§ន់'ន9រ�រេធz q 
និងទំេនរ។ េ¬យ*រែតnជីវកមgអង� Wចេនះមិនnចេធz q�នក� dងេពលយូរអែងzង 
ដូេច$ះេហqយេទqបពួក�ត់ឈប់េពលែដល'ន9រ�រេពញេ'៉ងេធz q។ 
ែតពួកេគនិÌយែដរ± េបqពួកេគទំេនរ និង'នេគទិញេ8ចqន 
ពួកនឹងជួយេធz qេ¬យ*រពួកេគេចះេធz q8*ប់។  
They were not hesitant because they did not have full time jobs. They were 
free. Since the Angkuoch work was not sustainable, they stopped when they 
got full time jobs. But they also said that, if they are available, they will help me 
to make instruments, if we receive an order for Angkuoch.  

 
អÆÇ ឹងពួកេគ'ន9រ�រេធz qេហqយអស់េហqយ? 
So, do they have full time jobs now?  
 

�ទ! ពួកេគ'នអស់េហqយ។ េ¨ែតេßពីរSក់ែដលេ¨េរ�ន។េßៗេSះក៏េចះែដរ។  
Yes, they’ve all got jobs. There are only grandsons now [to make Angkuoch]. 
They also know how to make the instrument.  

 
េតqO ឬកូនរបស់Oែដលបេ8ង·នេßៗ?  
Who taught your grandsons?  
 

ខc d ំ�អ$កបេ8ង·នេß។  
I taught them.  

 
ែតពួក�ត់'នបេ8ង·នអ$កេផងេទ? 
But did your sons teach others?  
 

អត់េទ! ពួកេគមិន�នបេ8ង·នេទ។  
No, they did not teach others.  

 
[16:57]  
 
េពលែដលOបេ8ង·នកូនឲNេធz q េតqOជួប9រលំ�កេទ?  
When you taught them, was it difficult?  
 

មិនសូវ�ពិ�កេទ! ដូចែដលខc d ំ8�ប់ អង� Wចេនះមិនសូវ�ពិ�កេទ។ 
nចបេ8ង·នឲNvប់េចះ�ន!  
It is not really difficult. As I said, making Angkuoch is not so hard. It can be 
taught with ease.  

 
េតqេធz qអង� Wច8បេភទអz ីែដរ?  
What kind of Angkuoch do you make?  
 

ខc d ំេធz qែតអង� Wចឬសី។ ចំែណកឯអង� Wចែដក ខc d ំែតងែតេឃqញមនុស�ស់ 
ដូច�ឪពុកខc d ំែតងែត ¹̧ ត់េលង។ Íយូរេហqយ េហqយខc d ំមិនសូវ�ំេទ។ សពzៃថÎ 
�ងែដកមិនេចះដំេទ។ អង� Wចែដកេនះnចេធz qេ��ន 
លុះ8Oែត�ងែដកេគេចះដំ។  
I make bamboo Angkuoch [Angkuoch Russey]. As for iron Angkuoch 
[Angkuoch Daek], I always saw old people, such as my father, playing it. It was 
a long time ago so I cannot remember well. Nowadays the blacksmith cannot 
make it. This instrument can be made as long as the blacksmith knows how to 
make it.  
 

[17:46]  
 
អÆÇ ឹង'នន័យ± ឪពុករបស់Oេចះេលងអង� Wចែដរ? 
So your father knew how to play Angkuoch?  



 
�ទ! �ត់េចះេលង។ ឪពុកខc d ំេធz qអង� Wចែដក ែត�ត់េធz qមិនែមនស8'ប់លក់េទ។ 
�ស់បុ¦ណមិន�នលក់ដូរេ��េទ។ �ត់8�ន់ែតេធz qេដqមÙី ¹̧ ត់េលង 
និង8�ប់គ$ ី�$ ។ េពល�ទំេនរ �ត់អងñ dយ ¹̧ ត់អង� Wច។  
Yes, he played. My father also knew how to make iron Angkuoch, but he did 
not make it for sale.  People did not sell this instrument in the past. They 
played for fun and called each other through the instrument. When he was 
free, he played.  

 
¹̧ ត់ែបប�?  

How? 
 

¹̧ ត់េធz q�សេម�ងតូច ឬធំ  ឬេធz q�សេម�ងលឺvÎ យ ឬជិត។  
They made a high or low sound and made it be heard from a far or short 
distance.  

 
[18:21]  
 
េហតុអz ី�ន��ស់ៗ8តÀវ9រេ8បqអង� Wច?  
Why did old people have to use the Angkuoch? 
 

ខc d ំអត់ដឹងែដរ ខc d ំ8�ន់ែតេឃqញ�ត់េលង។ ខc d ំមិនែដល�នសួរ�ត់ចËស់ផង។ 
េពលេSះខc d ំេ¨តូច េហqយមិនដឹង±�ត់េលងÌ៉ងេម៉ចផង។  
I don’t know about that. I just saw them playing. I never asked them for the 
details. At that time I was young, and I did not know how they played it.  

 
េពលេSះ �ត់េលង�មួយអ$ក�ែដរ? 
 At that time, who did your father play with?  
 

�ត់េលងែតឯង។ ែត'$ ក់�ត់។  
He played alone. Only by himself.  

 
មិនែមនេលងេ¨ជុំ�ស់ៗេទ?  
Didn’t he play together?  
 

មិន�ច់ជុំ�ស់ៗក៏�ន!  
It was okay not to play in a group.  

 
ែតO½� ប់េឃqញ�ត់ជុំ�$  េហqយេលងែដរឬអត់?  
But had you ever seen him playing in a group?  
 

មិនែដលេឃqញ�ត់ជុំ�$ េទ! �ត់ ¹̧ ត់ែត'$ ក់�ត់។  
I never saw him playing in a group. He always played alone.  

 
Oែដលសួរ�ត់ពីឧបករណ៍េនះេទ?  
Did you ever ask him anything about this instrument?  
 

េទ!  ខc d ំមិនែដល�នសួរ�ត់ផង។ ដូចខc d ំ± េពលេSះខc d ំេ¨តូច។ 
No, I did not. As I said, I was very little at that time.  

 
[19:10]  
 
Oគិត±អ$ក�គួរែតេរ�នេលង និងេធz qអង� Wច? 
Who do you think should learn to play and make this instrument?  
 



'នែតេកgងេ89យៗ! អ$កខ�ះ េគមិនសូវ�ប់nរមgណ៍។ ពីេដqមមុន 
អង� Wចេនះមិនសូវ'នអ$កទិញេ8ចqន។ 'នអ$កទិញែតមួយចំនួនតូច។ 
The younger generation! But some people, they are not interested. [Even] 
before, there were not many people who bought this instrument, only a small 
number of people.  

 
O'នnរមgណ៍Ì៉ង�េពលែដលេគមិនសូវខzល់ពីអង� Wច?  
How do you feel when people are not interested in Angkuoch?  
 

ខc d ំ'នnរមgណ៍±*1 យែដរ។*1 យរបស់ែដលេធz q�យ!  
I feel regret. It is regretful because this instrument is easily made.  

 
េហតុអz ី�ន�O*1 យ?  
Why do you feel regretful?  
 

*1 យែដលេគមិនយកចិត1ទុក¬ក់!  
I feel regretful because people don’t pay attention to it.  

 
[20:18 - END] 
 


